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a b s t r a c t
Adjectives are common in natural language, and their usage and semantics have been studied broadly.
In recent years, with the rapid growth of knowledge bases (KBs), many knowledge-based question
answering (KBQA) systems are developed to answer users’ natural language questions over KBs. A
fundamental task of such systems is to transform natural language questions into structural queries,
e.g., SPARQL queries. Thus, such systems require knowledge about how natural language expressions
are represented in KBs, including adjectives. In this paper, we specifically address the problem of
representing adjectives over KBs. We propose a novel approach, called Adj2SP, to represent adjectives
as SPARQL query patterns. Adj2SP contains a statistic-based approach and a neural network-based
approach, both of them can effectively reduce the search space for adjective representations and
overcome the lexical gap between input adjectives and their target representations. Two adjective
representation datasets are built for evaluation, with adjectives used in QALD and Yahoo! Answers,
as well as their representations over DBpedia. Experimental results show that Adj2SP can generate
representations of high quality and significantly outperform several alternative approaches in F1-score.
Furthermore, we publish Lark, a lexicon for adjective representations over KBs. Current KBQA systems
show an improvement of over 24% in F1-score by integrating Adj2SP.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Adjectives are fairly common and play an essential role in daily
communication. In linguistics, adjectives are descriptive words,
whose syntactic role is to qualify nouns or noun phrases, describing properties of them. In the natural language processing (NLP)
area, there has been much work concerning the semantics of adjectives [1,2]. In recent years, with the rapid growth of knowledge
bases (KBs), many applications are developed to provide common
users with access to KBs by using, for example, knowledge-based
question answering (KBQA) [3–8]. A fundamental task of such
systems is to transform users’ natural language questions into
structural queries, e.g., SPARQL queries. Towards this end, such
systems require knowledge about how natural language expressions are represented in KBs, including adjectives. According to a
recent survey [9], ‘‘the interpretation of adjective modifiers and
superlatives’’ is a challenge for state-of-the-art KBQA systems.
We believe that properly representing adjectives over KBs can
help KBQA systems capture the meanings of natural language
questions more precisely.
∗ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: jwdingnju@outlook.com (J. Ding), whu@nju.edu.cn
(W. Hu), yuxin@smail.nju.edu.cn (X. Yu), yzqu@nju.edu.cn (Y. Qu).
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We define the problem of representing adjectives over KBs (in
our case, DBpedia1 [10]) as finding SPARQL patterns which accurately reflect the meanings of the adjectives. To better illustrate
this task, we show two example questions with adjectives and
their corresponding SPARQL queries in Table 1. As shown in the
second column of Table 1, ‘‘Chinese’’ is represented as a SPARQL
pattern ?x dbo:nationality dbr:China , giving the meaning that a
‘‘Chinese artist’’ should have a fact about his/her nationality with
value dbr:China . Similarly, ‘‘alive’’ is represented as a SPARQL
pattern in negation form filter not exists { ?x dbo:deathDate ?y
}, meaning that ‘‘artists who are alive’’ should not have any fact
about their death dates in DBpedia. The third column of Table 1
shows the representation for an adjective in the superlative form.
‘‘tallest’’ is represented as a SPARQL pattern ?x dbo:height ?y .
order by desc(?y) limit 1, meaning that the tallest basketball player
should have the largest value of dbo:height among all basketball
players.
According to our observations, there are three main challenges
in finding correct representations for adjectives over KBs:
1. Diversified SPARQL pattern forms. The corresponding
representations for adjectives in the SPARQL queries may
1 We use DBpedia Latest Core Releases (2021-05-01), downloaded from https:
//release-dashboard.dbpedia.org/?version=2021.05.01.
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Table 1
Examples for representing adjectives over a KB.
Natural language questions

Show me all Chinese artists who are

Who is the tallest basketball player?

SPARQL queries over DBpedia

select distinct ?x where
{ ?x rdf:type dbo:Artist .a
?x dbo:nationality dbr:China .

select ?x where
{ ?x rdf:type dbo:BasketballPlayer .
?x dbo:height ?y }
order by desc(?y) limit 1

}
a

dbo: is the prefix of the namespace http://dbpedia.org/ontology/. dbr: is the prefix of the namespace http://dbpedia.org/resource/. rdf: is the prefix of the namespace
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#.

have various structures. As shown in Table 1, ‘‘Chinese’’ is
represented using a triple pattern, ‘‘alive’’ is represented
using a filter, and ‘‘tallest’’ is represented using a triple pattern and an order by clause. Existing work [11,12] towards
the adjective representing problem only considers a few
representation forms, covering a very limited number of
adjectives.
2. Huge lexical gap. The lexical gap between the input adjectives and vocabulary elements used in the target SPARQL
patterns may be huge. For example, the corresponding
representation for ‘‘alive’’ cannot be found by a similaritybased search algorithm (which is commonly used to map
proper nouns to entities in KBs), since the similarity between ‘‘alive’’ and ‘‘death date’’ is not obvious.
3. Large search space. The search space of this task is quite
large. Even for a certain representation form, e.g., a triple
pattern, it is still difficult to determine which predicate
and object should be used to express the meaning of the
input adjective. Some adjectives require the representations in negation forms, which makes the search space even
doubled.

and show its application to KBQA. Related work is discussed in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper with future
work.
2. Problem statement
2.1. Forms of adjective representations
To see the usage of adjectives in natural language questions,
we investigated the adjective occurrences in the 5th challenge
on question answering over linked data (QALD-5) [13] dataset.
Among all the 349 non-hybrid questions, 117 adjective occurrences are contained in 107 questions. Except 39 (33.3%) adjectives used as the names of entities/relations (e.g., ‘‘the song Last
Christmas’’), we classified the representations for the remaining
78 adjective occurrences into 9 categories (see Table 2).
In linguistics, adjectives can be classified as gradable adjectives and non-gradable adjectives [14,15]. In KBs, the meanings
for non-gradable adjectives can be captured by the existence or
non-existence of certain properties or facts, which correspond
to representation forms #1–4 in Table 2. For gradable adjectives, their prototypes and comparative forms usually take the
meanings of ‘‘having a large/small value of a certain numeric
property,3 ’’ which correspond to representation forms #8–9. Note
that the constant V in #8–9 is subjective, and it is also difficult to
achieve a consensus. Determining V is beyond the scope of this
paper. KBQA questions may contain superlative forms of gradable
adjectives (representation forms #6–7), or use them in ‘‘how +
adjective’’ questions (representation form #5).
These representations can be derived from the representations
for prototypes. For example, if we know a ‘‘tall person’’ is someone who has a large value of dbo:height (representation form #8),
then we know the ‘‘tallest person’’ is someone whose dbo:height
is the largest (representation form #6), and the expression ‘‘how
tall’’ is to query the value of dbo:height (representation form #5).

To cope with the above challenges, we propose a novel approach for representing adjectives as SPARQL patterns. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We investigate the representation forms of adjectives in
KBQA questions, and propose a novel approach Adj2SP,
which represents adjectives as SPARQL patterns in diversified forms. Adj2SP contains a statistic-based approach and a
neural network-based approach, both of which can largely
reduce the search space for adjective representations and
overcome the lexical gap between input adjectives and their
target representations.
• We manually create two adjective representation data-sets
with adjectives used in QALD and Yahoo! Answers, and conduct experiments over DBpedia. Experimental results show
that Adj2SP can generate representations of high quality and
significantly outperform several alternative approaches in
F1-score. These datasets and experimental results can be
used as baselines for follow-up studies.
• We publish a lexicon2 for adjective representations over
KBs, named Lark, containing about 22.4K representations
for adjectives in natural language questions. The application
to question answering shows that Adj2SP can greatly improve the performance of adjective understanding in two
state-of-the-art KBQA systems.

2.2. Problem definition
The primary target of this work is to find correct representations for adjectives over KBs. In the NLP area, there has been some
work on embedding adjectives as word vectors [16], or clustering adjectives by their semantics [17,18]. Considering that KBQA
systems require transforming natural language questions into
SPARQL queries, a more direct and effective way is to represent
adjectives in form of SPARQL patterns. The work in [1] showed
that the meanings of adjectives vary when modifying nouns of
different classes, e.g., ‘‘Chinese artists’’ means artists who have
nationality China, while ‘‘Chinese cities’’ means cities that are
located in China. Based on this observation, we consider the class
for the noun that an adjective modifies as an important factor for
adjective representing. Since many studies [3,19,20] have been
conducted to map natural language phrases to classes in KBs, we

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we formulate the problem of representing adjectives over KBs.
Section 3 describes the statistic-based approach, and Section 4
describes the neural network-based approach. In Section 5, we
report the experimental results on adjective representation. In
Section 6, we introduce our adjective representation lexicon,

3 We treat all properties that accept objects of type xsd:integer, xsd:decimal,
xsd:double and xsd:dateTime as numeric properties.

2 Available at https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/LARK.
2
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Table 2
Forms of adjective representations and examples.

a

#

Representation forms

Examples

1

Existence of a certain property

Married people:

2

Existence of a certain fact

Chinese cities:

?x dbo:country dbr:China

3

Non-existence of a certain property

People who are alive:

filter not exists { ?x dbo:deathDate ?y }

4

Non-existence of a certain fact

Non-extinct animals:

filter not exists { ?x dbp:status a ‘‘EX’’ }

5

A certain numeric property

How tall is Alice:

dbo:height

6

Having the largest value of a certain numeric property

Tallest person:

?x dbo:height ?y . order by desc(?y) limit 1

7

Having the smallest value of a certain numeric property

Shortest movie:

?x dbp:runtime ?y . order by asc(?y) limit 1

8

Having a large value of a certain numeric property

Tall people; People taller than V :

?x dbo:height ?y . filter(?y > V )

9

Having a small value of a certain numeric property

Short movies; Movies shorter than V :

?x dbp:runtime ?y . filter(?y < V )

?x dbo:spouse ?y

dbp : is the prefix of the namespace http://dbpedia.org/property/.

each input (adj, C ) pair beforehand. There have been some approaches [2,14] available for identifying gradable adjectives, however, we find that some gradable adjectives may have nongradable meanings when describing specific classes. For example,
‘‘high’’ is a gradable adjective in most of cases (e.g., ‘‘high mountain’’), but it takes a non-gradable meaning in ‘‘high school’’.
Considering this phenomenon, for each adjective classified as
gradable, we check whether the ‘‘adjective + class’’ phrase is mentioned as a class or entity label in the KB. If mentioned, we
consider this adjective as a non-gradable adjective when modifying the input class. Each input (adj, C ) pair is sent to its
corresponding representing approach afterwards. We describe
the two approaches in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 , respectively.

skip the class mapping part and specifically focus on the problem
of representing adjectives in form of SPARQL patterns.
Due to the diversity of knowledge representations, there may
exist more than one correct representation, e.g., ?x dbo:nationality
dbr:China and ?x dbp:nationality ‘‘Chinese’’ are both correct for
‘‘Chinese’’ on dbo:Artist . Our study aims to find correct representations as many as possible for an input adjective. We define the
problem of representing adjectives over KBs as follows:
Definition 1 (Adjective Representing Problem over KBs). Given an
adjective adj and a class C (which stands for the class of the
modified noun) in a KB, the adjective representing problem is
to find correct representations for (adj, C ) in form of SPARQL
patterns, including basic graph patterns and filters. The returned
SPARQL patterns should accurately reflect the meaning of adj on
C.

3.1. Representing non-gradable adjectives
The framework of the statistic-based approach for representing non-gradable adjectives over DBpedia is shown in Fig. 1,
which contains the following three steps:

In this paper, we consider the SPARQL pattern forms in Table 2.
For non-gradable adjectives, we represent them using SPARQL
patterns in forms #1–4. For gradable adjectives, we represent
them using SPARQL patterns in forms #8–9, which can derive
representations in forms #5–7. These SPARQL pattern forms cover
70 out of the 78 adjective occurrences that we investigate in
Section 2.1. For the adjectives that should be represented as more
complex SPARQL patterns, we discuss them in Section 5.7.
It is also worth mentioning that many entities in KBs can be
linked to some natural language descriptions, introducing some
basic information about them. Specifically, entities in DBpedia
are linked to their Wikipedia abstracts (i.e., the text before the
table of contents of Wikipedia articles4 ) by using rdfs:comment 5
property. These entity descriptions provide clues for our approach
to find entities that embody the meanings of the input adjective. For example, the first sentence in the Wikipedia abstract
of dbr:Pang_Long is ‘‘Pang Long (born May 2, 1971), is a Chinese
singer’’, which indicates that this entity embodies the meaning of
‘‘Chinese’’.

1. Collecting related entities. Two sets of entities (denoted
by E+ and E− ) are automatically collected by retrieving an
adjective (or its synonyms and antonyms) in Web corpora
such as Wikipedia abstracts, where E+ denotes entities that
embody the meanings of the input adjective’s synonyms,
and E− denotes entities that embody the meanings of the
adjective’s antonyms.
2. Statistic-based candidate generation. Several candidate
SPARQL patterns are generated from the facts about these
entities in a given KB. Each candidate should be supported
by most of entities in E+ , and fewest of entities in E− .
3. Filtering SPARQL patterns. As a post-processing step, a
supervised learning method is designed to refine the candidate SPARQL patterns. The remaining SPARQL patterns are
returned as the output.
Details for each step are described below.

3. The statistic-based approach
3.1.1. Collecting related entities
In this step, entity sets E+ and E− can be automatically collected by retrieving the co-occurrence of each entity and the
adjective in Wikipedia abstracts. For each entity ei of class C (or
any subclass of C ) in the KB, we consider ei as an element of
E+ if the input adjective appears in a sentence of its Wikipedia
abstract. The following constraints are employed to ensure the
accuracy:

In this section, we propose two statistic-based approaches,
which are the main parts of Adj2SP, to find representations for
non-gradable adjectives and gradable adjectives, respectively.
Based on our observations in Table 2, we assume that the
representation forms of non-gradable adjectives are disjoint with
those of gradable adjectives. Thus, we classify the adjective in
4 We use the short Wikipedia abstracts provided by DBpedia, downloaded
from https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/text/short-abstracts/2021.05.01.
5 rdfs: is the prefix of the namespace http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

C1. If the input adjective co-occurs with a negative word such
as ‘‘never’’ or ‘‘not’’ in a sentence of ei ’s Wikipedia abstract,
this sentence is ignored.

schema#.
3
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Fig. 1. Framework of the statistic-based approach for non-gradable adjectives.

C2. Sentences which begin with other entities may not describe ei directly, thus they should not be considered during
retrieving.
C3. Due to the incompleteness of KBs, some unpopular entities
may not have proper facts to embody the meaning of the
adjective. Considering this, entities with less than 10 facts
are not collected.

• PPDB7 [21] is an automatically-extracted paraphrase

All retrieved results satisfying the above constraints are considered relevant to the input adjective.
For some adjectives, e.g., ‘‘alive’’ and ‘‘dead’’, they rarely appear in Wikipedia abstracts, we automatically generate some
synonyms for retrieving by using the following two lexicons:
verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into synsets,
each expressing a different meaning. We consider all words
which are in the same synset as the input adjective as
synonyms.

To collect entities in E− , we first fetch the antonyms of the
input adjective in WordNet. Then, we retrieve these antonyms
to collect entities in E− , using the same method as that for E+ .
For adjectives without any antonyms, we randomly sample some
entities in class C which are not covered by E+ to build E− . The
entities appearing in both E+ and E− should be removed from
both sets, since it is hard to determine whether they embody
the meaning of the adjective or not. Finally, a uniform random
sampling method is used to make E+ and E− contain at most Q
(Q = 2, 000 in this paper) entities.

6 We used WordNet 3.1, downloaded from http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/
wn3.1.dict.tar.gz.

7 We used the S size PPDB, downloaded from http://paraphrase.org/#/
download.

database, which provides some equivalence and entailment
relations between natural language words and phrases. For
example, it provides an equivalence relation between ‘‘deceased’’ and ‘‘dead’’. We consider all the words that have
equivalence or entailment relation with the input adjective
as synonyms.

• WordNet6 [18] is a lexical database of English, where nouns,

4
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itself is not considered. For example, we observe that our candidates contain ?x foaf:homepage ?y for adjective ‘‘alive’’ on class
dbo:Person, which means ‘‘people who are alive should have a
homepage’’. This representation is not precise but arguable, since
it captures a distribution characteristic for the facts on E+ and E− ,
which implies that most living people have a homepage (because
people in the KB are usually famous, and famous people usually have homepages), while most dead people do not (because
computers did not even exist when they were alive).
In this step, we design a supervised learning method to filter out incorrect candidate SPARQL patterns. We use a gradient
boosting decision tree classifier [22], and consider four types
of features for each SPARQL pattern Si , as shown in Table 3.
(1) Statistic features contain measurements considered in the
candidate generation, such as the support degrees, accuracy and
precision of Si on E+ and E− . (2) Adjective popularity features
capture the frequency of the input adjective (or its antonym)
in Wikipedia abstracts for entity of class C . Adjectives with low
popularity may not have a proper representation in a given KB. (3)
Similarity features consider the similarity between the adjective
and the vocabulary elements used in Si :

3.1.2. Statistic-based candidate generation
As shown in the middle of Fig. 1, step 2 firstly generates
all possible SPARQL patterns from the facts that are related to
entities in E+ and E− , and then ranks them by a combined
measurement based on the support degrees of E+ and E− .
For each fact about entity ei ∈ E+ in the KB, this fact may
describe the embodiment of the input adjective. Considering this,
our approach generates two possible SPARQL patterns, ?x pj ?y
and ?x pj ok , for each fact in form of ⟨ei , pj , ok ⟩. As for the facts
in form of ⟨sk , pj , ei ⟩, the approach also generates two possible
SPARQL patterns, ?y pj ?x and sk pj ?x. This step repeats for all
e i ∈ E+ .
If the input adjective has an antonym, each fact about entity
ei ∈ E− may describe the embodiment of the antonym. Two
possible SPARQL patterns in negation forms, filter not exists {?x
pj ?y} and filter not exists {?x pj ok }, are generated for each fact
in form of ⟨ei , pj , ok ⟩, which indicates that the entities embodying
the meaning of the input adjective should not have such a fact in
the KB. Similarly, filter not exists {?y pj ?x} and filter not exists {sk
pj ?x} are generated for each fact in form of ⟨sk , pj , ei ⟩.
After generating all the possible SPARQL patterns, our approach ranks them by a combined measurement. Let Si be a
SPARQL pattern. We define the support degree on entity set E (E
can be E+ or E− ) as
Sup(Si , E) =

|E ∩ Query(Si )|
,
|E|

Sim(adj, Si ) =

(1)

Acc(Si , E , E ) =
−

Sup(Si , E+ ) + (1 − Sup(Si , E− ))
2

.

Sup(Si , E+ )
Sup(Si , E+ ) + Sup(Si , E− )

.

(2)
The framework of the statistic-based approach for representing gradable adjectives over DBpedia is shown in Fig. 2, which
also contains three steps:
1. Collecting related entities. Two sets of entities (denoted
by E+ and E− ) are automatically collected, where E+ denotes entities that embody the meanings of the input adjective’s synonyms, and E− denotes entities that are randomly sampled.
2. Statistic-based candidate generation. Two statistic measures are introduced to find the corresponding numeric
properties for the input adjective. Several candidate
SPARQL patterns are then generated based on the top
ranked numeric properties.
3. Filtering SPARQL patterns. As a post-processing step, a
supervised learning method is designed to refine the candidate SPARQL patterns. The remaining SPARQL patterns are
returned as the output.

(3)

The overall score for Si is the product of accuracy and precision:
Score(Si , E+ , E− ) = Acc(Si , E+ , E− ) × Prec(Si , E+ , E− ).

(5)

3.2. Representing gradable adjectives

Second, for any entity ei in E+ or E− , if ei ∈ Query(Si ) holds,
the probability for ei ∈ E+ should be high. This assumption meets
the goal of precision, which can be calculated as follows:
Prec(Si , E+ , E− ) =

Sim(w, l),

where W (adj) denotes all synonyms and antonyms of adj collected in the first step, and L(Si ) denotes all labels for the property
and entity appeared in Si . We use the Levenshtein distance to calculate lexical similarity, and a pre-trained word embedding [23]
to calculate semantic similarity (cosine similarity of word vectors). (4) Representation form features indicate which form of
SPARQL pattern Si belongs to, which is defined in Table 2. Additionally, we add a feature to indicate whether Si uses rdf:type
as property, since some KBs usually use a subclass to capture the
meaning of an adjective-modified class.
In the training procedure, we firstly execute steps 1 and 2
to generate some candidates, and then calculate features mentioned above. We treat all candidates that appear in the reference
answers as positive examples, and the remaining candidates as
negative examples. During testing, all the SPARQL patterns that
are labeled positive are treated as the output.

where Query(Si ) denotes the query results of Si over the KB.
To calculate the support degrees, we also consider the facts
inferred from sub-class and sub-property axioms, which are inferred in advance. Thus, the procedure of calculating the support
degree for Si only needs to judge whether there is a certain fact
for each ei ∈ E. Since each fact is only related to two SPARQL
patterns, it only needs to go through all the facts about entities
in E+ and E− once the support degrees for all SPARQL patterns
are calculated. Let F denote all the facts about entities in E+
and E− , the time complexity of calculating the support degrees
is O(2 × |F|) = O(|F|), due to there are at most 2 × |F| SPARQL
patterns.
We adopt some measurements that are frequently-used in
information retrieval to rank all possible SPARQL patterns. First,
a candidate SPARQL pattern Si should be supported by most of
entities in E+ , and fewest of entities in E− . This assumption meets
the goal of accuracy, which can be calculated as follows:
+

max

w∈W (adj),l∈L(Si )

(4)

We consider the top-M SPARQL patterns as candidates. The
whole time complexity is O(|F|) + O(M × 2 × |F|) = O(|F|).
3.1.3. Filtering SPARQL patterns
Although the statistic-based candidate generation step generates several meaningful representations, it only considers measurements on the support degrees of E+ and E− , which means
that the precision of the candidates may highly depend on the
quality of these two entity sets. Also, the meaning of the adjective

Details for each step are described below.
5
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Table 3
Features used in filtering SPARQL pattern Si for representing non-gradable adjectives.
Categories

#

Descriptions

Statistic

1, 2
3
4
5

Support degrees of Si
Accuracy of Si on E+
Precision of Si on E+
Combined score of Si

Adjective popularity

6
7

Popularity of adjective in class C
Popularity of adjective’s antonym in class C (= 0 if no antonym)

Similarity

8
9

Lexical similarity between adjective (or its antonym) and Si
Semantic similarity between adjective (or its antonym) and Si

Representation form

10
11
12

Boolean indicator: whether Si contains negation (filter not exists)
Boolean indicator: whether Si contains an entity
Boolean indicator: whether Si uses rdf:type as property

on E+ and E− , calculated by Eq. (1)
and E− , calculated by Eq. (2)
and E− , calculated by Eq. (3)
on E+ and E− , calculated by Eq. (4)

Fig. 2. Framework of the statistic-based approach for gradable adjectives.

6
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Intuitively, the CDF function represents the probability of an
entity in E+ (e.g., a tall person) having a smaller value of pi than
the average value of E− (e.g., common people). If pi has a large
DiffV , its value can better distinguish entities which embody the
meaning of the input adjective, i.e., pi is more likely to be the
corresponding numeric property for the input adjective.
The overall score for pi is a combination of the above two
measurements:

3.2.1. Collecting related entities
In this step, the entity set E+ is automatically collected using the same approach as Section 3.1.1, i.e., retrieving the cooccurrence of each entity and the adjective in Wikipedia abstracts. The only difference is that we consider the superlative
form of the input adjective as a synonym, since superlatives
usually entail the meanings of the prototypes (e.g., the ‘‘tallest
person’’ should also be a ‘‘tall person’’).
For entity set E− , we randomly sample some entities of class
C . The main reason for not collecting entities that embody the
meanings of the input adjective’s antonyms is described as follows: There may exist some differences between the property
instantiation frequency on E+ and that on randomly sampled
entities (E− ). For example, if a person is described by words
like ‘‘tall’’ in its Wikipedia abstract, it is more likely that there
is a fact about his/her dbo:height compared with a common
person, i.e., dbo:height is instantiated more frequently on E+ than
E− . By contrast, the instantiation frequencies of dbo:birthDate
on tall people (E+ ) and common people (E− ) are similar. The
differences in property instantiation frequencies can help find the
corresponding numeric property for the input adjective in the
next step.

Score(pi , E+ , E− ) = DiffIF (pi , E+ , E− ) × DiffV (pi , E+ , E− ).

Let FN denote all the facts with numeric properties about
entities in E+ and E− , the time complexity of calculating DiffIF
and DiffV for all numeric properties are both O(|FN |), since it only
needs to go through all the facts in FN once. In our implementation, we ignore the largest and smallest 10% of pi ’s values when
calculating the means and the standard deviations.8 This process
makes the time complexity of calculating DiffV a little bit larger
(in the worst case O(|FN | × log |FN |), since it requires ranking the
values of each pi ), but it can help reduce the influence of outliers.
For example, about 600 instances of dbo:Person in DBpedia have
dbo:height values = 0. Besides, we ignore numeric properties that
have instantiation frequency lower than 0.5% on E + or E − , since it
is difficult to compute reliable means and standard deviations in
such cases. We argue that these numeric properties are unlikely
to be involved in the correct representations.
After ranking all the numeric properties according to Score, the
statistic-based approach generates a candidate SPARQL pattern
for each of the top-M numeric properties. The generation process
is simple since we only need to determine whether the input
adjective means having a small value or a large value on each
numeric property. For each numeric property pi (which ranks in
top-M), a candidate SPARQL pattern ?x pi ?y . filter(?y > V ) is
+
−
generated if µEpi > µEpi . Oppositely, we generate ?x pi ?y . filter(?y

3.2.2. Statistic-based candidate generation
Since gradable adjectives are usually represented as SPARQL
patterns in form of ‘‘having a large/small value of a certain numeric property’’, the most difficult but important step is to find
the corresponding numeric properties for each input adjective.
As shown in the middle of Fig. 2, in this step, the statisticbased approach ranks all numeric properties in the KB based on
a combination of two statistic measures, which are described as
follows.
Firstly, if pi is the corresponding numeric property for the
input adjective, the instantiation frequency of pi on E+ is usually
higher than that on E− . Based on this assumption, we introduce a measure called the difference of property instantiation
frequencies (DiffIF ):
DiffIF (pi , E+ , E− ) =

+

Finally, we get M candidate SPARQL patterns for the input
adjective. Let PN denotes the set of all numeric properties, the
whole time complexity is O(|FN |) + O(|FN | × log |FN |) + O(M ×
|PN |) = O(|FN | × log |FN |).

IF (pi , E+ ) − IF (pi , E− ) + 1

|{ej | ej ∈ E ∧ ∃v ⟨ej , pi , v⟩ ∈ KB}|
.
|E|

3.2.3. Filtering SPARQL patterns
Similar to the approach for representing non-gradable adjectives, the above two steps mainly focus on the fact distribution
characteristics, which may introduce some mistakes (incorrect
representations) caused by implicit association. For example, our
approach generates ?x dbo:weight ?y . filter(?y > V ) as a candidate SPARQL pattern for ‘‘tall people’’. This is because a large
proportion of ‘‘tall people’’ in the KB are athletes, and they usually
have a fact about their weight together with height, i.e., the
instantiation frequency of dbo:weight on tall people is higher
than that of common people. Also, tall people are usually heavier
than common people, i.e., the property dbo:weight has a large
DiffV score.
In this step, we use the same supervised learning method as
Section 3.1.3 to filter out incorrect candidate SPARQL patterns.
The extracted features for filtering Si (whose numeric property
is pi ) are shown in Table 4. (1) Statistic features contain measurements considered in the candidate generation, such as the
instantiation frequencies, DiffIF and DiffV for pi on E+ and E− . (2)
Adjective popularity feature and (3) similarity features are almost
the same as those for representing non-gradable adjectives. The
only difference is that we remove features about the input adjective’s antonyms since they are not used. (4) Representation form

(7)

Secondly, if pi is the corresponding numeric property for the
input adjective, there should be a great difference between pi ’s
value on E+ and that on E− . For example, dbo:height is the corresponding numeric property for ‘‘tall’’, and the value distributions
of dbo:height on E+ and E− are greatly different, i.e., most entities
in E+ (tall people) have larger values of dbo:height compared
with entities in E− (common people). Oppositely, dbo:birthDate is
not relevant to ‘‘tall’’, and the value distributions of dbo:birthDate
+
−
+
−
on E+ and E− are similar. Formally, let µEpi (µEpi ) and σpEi (σpEi )
denote the mean and the standard deviation of pi ’s values on E+
(E− ), respectively. The difference of pi ’s values on E+ and E− is
defined as follows:
−

+

DiffV (pi , E+ , E− ) = |2 × CDF (µEpi , N(µEpi , σpEi
−

+

where CDF (µEpi , N(µEpi , σpEi

+2

+2

)) − 1|,

(8)

)) denotes a value of the cumulative
+

distribution function of a normal distribution with mean = µEpi
and variance = σpEi

+2

−

< V ) when µEpi < µEpi .

,
(6)
2
where IF (pi , E) denotes the instantiation frequency of pi on E (E
can be E+ or E− ):
IF (pi , E) =

(10)

. We have
+

−

+

CDF (µEpi , N(µEpi , σpEi

+2

∫
)) =

µEp

−

i

−∞

√

1
2πσpEi

−(

e
+

x−µE
pi
+
σpE
i

)2

dx.

8 We also change this value to 5% or 3%, and there is no significant difference
in the final experimental result.

(9)
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Table 4
Features used in filtering SPARQL pattern Si for representing gradable adjectives (pi denotes the numeric property in Si )
Categories

#

Descriptions

Statistic

1, 2
3
4
5

Instantiation frequencies of pi on E+ and E− , calculated by Eq. (7)
Difference of the instantiation frequencies of pi on E+ and E− , calculated by Eq. (6)
Difference of pi ’s values on E+ and E− , calculated by Eq. (8)
Combined score of pi on E+ and E− , calculated by Eq. (10)

Adjective popularity

6

Popularity of adjective in class C

Similarity

7
8

Lexical similarity between adjective and pi
Semantic similarity between adjective and pi

Representation form

9

Indicator: whether Si means having a small value or a large value of pi

Fig. 3. Framework of the neural network-based approach.

feature indicates which form of SPARQL pattern Si belongs to,
i.e., whether Si represents having a small value or a large value of
pi . The training and testing process are the same as Section 3.1.3.
All the SPARQL patterns that are labeled positive are treated as
the output of our approach.

4.1. Aspect-based candidate generation
In recent KBQA studies [4,24], a staged query generation process is commonly used to generate some candidate query components for each constraint in the question. These constraints
usually contain type constraints, entity constraints, temporal constraints and aggregation constraints. However, as far as we know,
there is no specific step which generates candidate representations for adjective constraints. A basic solution is to take all
possible SPARQL patterns as candidate representations, which is
described below:

4. The neural network-based approach
The statistic-based approach generates candidate adjective
representations by comparing the fact distributions over two
entities sets, but it may become unstable when it fails to collect
enough entities. To tackle this problem, we propose a neural
network-based approach, which is universal for gradable and
non-gradable adjectives. The framework of the approach is shown
in Fig. 3, which contains the following two steps:

• If the input adjective is non-gradable, we generate a possible
SPARQL pattern ?x pj ok for each fact like ⟨ei , pj , ok ⟩, where
ei can be any instance of the input class C .

• If the input adjective is gradable, we generate two possible
SPARQL patterns ?x pj ?y . filter(?y > V ) and ?x pj ?y . filter(?y
< V ) for each fact like ⟨ei , pj , ok ⟩, where pj is a numeric

1. Aspect-based candidate generation. We firstly find some
other adjectives which describes the same aspect as the
input adjective using an adjective-aspect mapping list, and
then collect properties which appeared in the representations for these adjectives. Several candidate SPARQL patterns are generated from all facts with these properties.
2. Semantic similarity calculation. A Siamese convolutional
neural network is used to calculate the semantic similarity
between a ‘‘adjective + class’’ phrase and each candidate
SPARQL pattern. SPARQL patterns with semantic similarities higher than threshold γ are returned as the final
output.

property and ei can be any instance of the input class C .
However, this solution is likely to generate a large amount of
candidates, which may take an extremely long time for the neural
network to calculate the semantic similarities in the next step. To
tackle this problem, we introduce extra resources to reduce the
search space.
Existing work [1,25] shows that an adjective usually describes
one or several particular aspects of the modified noun, e.g., ‘‘red’’
describes the aspect ‘‘color’’, and ‘‘Icelandic’’ describes the aspect ‘‘nationality’’. We find that, adjectives describing the same
aspect usually correspond to SPARQL patterns with the same
property. Inspired by this observation, we can collect frequentlyused properties in adjective representations for each aspect to

Details for each step are described in the following two subsections.
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5. Experiments on adjective representation

reduce the search space. As the example shown in the bottom half of Fig. 3, the training data may contain representations for ‘‘American’’ and ‘‘Canadian’’, which describe the same
aspect as the input adjective ‘‘Icelandic’’. From these representations we can get the frequently-used properties (dbo:birthPlace ,
dbo:nationality and dbp:nationality ) for the aspect ‘‘nationality’’,
and only SPARQL patterns containing these properties would be
considered as candidates for ‘‘Icelandic’’.
In our implementation, we reuse the approach which extracts aspect information through WordNet glosses [2] to build
an adjective-aspect mapping list. When finding frequently-used
properties for the aspect that an input adjective describes, we
consider at least 10 representations for other adjectives from the
training data. If we fail to find the describing aspect for the input
adjective, or fail to get enough representations for adjectives in
the same aspect, we go back to the basic solution (see the first
paragraph of Section 4.1).

We evaluate our approach over DBpedia (version 2021-05-01),
with adjectives used in KBQA questions and community QA questions. The goal of our experiments is to verify whether our approach can generate correct representations for adjectives in natural language questions by comparing with human annotations.
The datasets, the experimental results and the implementation
are available online.9
5.1. Datasets and metrics
Pre-processing. Before building datasets for evaluation, we
implement a simple method to extract (adj, C ) pairs from natural
language questions. We first find all the questions that contain
adjectives (or superlatives) using the Stanford CoreNLP POS tagging module [27], and filter out the questions in which adjectives
only appear in proper nouns (e.g., ‘‘frequent flyer program’’) or
relational phrases (e.g., ‘‘be famous for’’) using EARL [28], a joint
entity and relation linking system. Then, the following patterns
are used to acquire the modified noun for each adjective, where
[JJ], [JJS] and [NN] denote the part of speech tags for adjectives,
superlatives and nouns, respectively:

4.2. Calculating semantic similarities
Neural network models are widely used in recent KBQA systems [4,19] to learn the semantic similarity between a natural
language constraint expression and a target query component.
In this work, we utilize the Siamese convolutional neural network proposed in [26] to calculate the semantic similarity between the natural language ‘‘adjective + class’’ phrase and each
candidate SPARQL pattern. This model can effectively use pretrained word embeddings [23] to enhance its performance when
having a small amount of training data, since its output is equivalent to the cosine similarity between the embeddings of the
two input sequences when there is no training data provided.
Besides, Yih et al. [24] and Bao et al. [4] use similar frameworks for semantic parsing and question answering, respectively,
showing better results compared to lexical matching approaches
(e.g., word-alignment models).
As shown in the top half of Fig. 3, the model consists of two
neural networks, taking two sequences as input: left for the ‘‘adjective + class’’ phrase, and right for the vocabulary elements used
in the candidate SPARQL pattern. For non-gradable adjectives, we
concatenate the label of property and entity to generate the word
sequence for each candidate SPARQL pattern, e.g., ‘‘birth place Iceland’’ is generated for ?x dbo:birthPlace dbr:Iceland . For gradable
adjectives, we concatenate the word ‘‘large’’ (‘‘small’’) with the
label of the numeric property to generate the word sequence,
for each candidate SPARQL pattern in form of ‘‘having a large
(small) value of a certain numeric property’’, e.g., ‘‘height large’’
is generated for ?x dbo:height ?y . filter(?y > V ). Then, both word
sequences are attached with symbol ⟨S ⟩ and ⟨E ⟩ in the beginning
and the end, respectively. For the neural network on each side, a
word embedding layer is firstly used to convert the original word
sequence into word vectors. After that a convolutional layer is
used to project the word vectors within a context window of 3
words to a contextual feature vector, followed by a max pooling
layer to get a fix-length feature vector. After passing through the
semantic layer (which is a simple feed-forward neural network
with the Sigmoid activation function), we get the representation
vectors of the left and right sides. Finally, the model computes
the cosine similarity of these two vectors to get the semantic
similarity of the two sequences. The loss function minimized during training is the binary cross-entropy. During testing, candidate
SPARQL patterns with semantic similarity higher than threshold
γ are returned as the final output.

1.
2.
3.
4.

[JJ]/[JJS] [NN]
[NN] is/was the [JJS]
How [JJ] is/was/are/were (the) [NN]
[NN] (that/who/which) is/was/are/were [JJ]

If none of the above patterns is matched, the closest noun to
the adjective is selected as the modified noun. After that, a type
linking method [19] is used to find a class in DBpedia for the
modified noun. In some cases, the adjective modifies an entity
(e.g., ‘‘how tall is Michael Jordan’’), we take the most specific
type10 of the entity as its class. All superlatives are converted to
prototypes before recording the extracted (adj, C ) pairs.
Datasets. Considering the task of question answering over
DBpedia, QALD [29] and LC-QuAD [30] are two widely used
benchmarking datasets [8,31]. However, questions in LC-QuAD
are automatically generated using SPARQL templates. These templates have no design to express the meanings of adjectives.
Most (95%) adjectives in LC-QuAD appear as the names of entities/relations. By contrast, adjectives in QALD questions have diversified usage, and require different representation forms, as we
investigated in Section 2.1. Thus, we build adjective representation datasets using the QALD dataset. Based on the questions from
QALD-1 to QALD-9, we extract 109 distinct (adj, C ) pairs in total.
Considering the amount of test cases is limited, we also extract
the top-1,000 frequently-used (adj, C ) pairs in Yahoo! Answers
Comprehensive Questions.11 Five Semantic Web majored graduate students are invited to build SPARQL patterns for each input. A
SPARQL pattern is considered as a match if it accurately expresses
the meaning of the input adjective on the modified class, i.e., they
are semantically equivalent. Since there might be multiple correct
representations, we ask the annotators to provide as many as
possible. A SPARQL pattern is considered as a reference answer
only if more than three annotators have mentioned it in their
answer sets. 85.3% of (adj, C ) pairs from QALD have at least one
representation as a reference answer, since questions in QALD
usually have corresponding SPARQL queries. However, the annotators fail to achieve consistent answers for 325 (adj, C ) pairs
9 http://ws.nju.edu.cn/adj2sp/.
10 A type C is the most specific type of an entity e if e is not an instance of
any subclass of C .
11 https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/.
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Table 5
Statistics of the datasets.
Adjective
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers

types
of (adj, C ) pairs
of representations (in total)
of representations (per input)

NA-415

GA-295

Non-gradable
415
1,342
3.23

Gradable
295
710
2.41

(having a large value or a small value) on pi according to the
following procedure. Firstly, an entity es of class C described
by the superlative form of the input adjective is collected using
Wikipedia abstracts. Then, it finds the fact ⟨es , pi , os ⟩ in the KB,
as well as some other facts ⟨ej , pi , oj ⟩ where ej can be any other
instance of class C . If most oj < os , we consider adj represents
having a large value on pi , i.e., a SPARQL pattern ?x pi ?y . filter(?y
> V ) is generated as output. Otherwise, a SPARQL pattern ?x pi
?y . filter(?y < V ) is generated.
It is worth mentioning that the work in [12] also studied
the problem of representing non-gradable adjectives over DBpedia. However, it only considered representations in form of
∃r .{a} in description logics (corresponding to representation form
#2 in Table 2), and required a to be a meaningful string containing words related to the adjective. Also, the target of that
work is different. It collected all representations that entail the
meaning of the input adjective, while in this paper we aim
at finding SPARQL patterns that are semantically equivalent to
the input adjective. For example, it considered ?x dbo:religion
dbr:Saint_Thomas_Christian_churches as a representation for
‘‘christian’’, which is not considered as a correct representation in
our work (since the meaning of this representation is narrower
than the adjective). Moreover, that work did not consider the
influence of the modified noun of the input adjective. Since the
implementation of that work is not available, we try to directly
evaluate the adjective representation lexicon provided by their
approach (based on DBpedia-2014) on our dataset (NA-415), and
obtained P = 3.81%, R = 1.97% and F1 = 2.12%. Based on the above
considerations and low accuracy, we do not report this approach
in comparison.
We also evaluate some variants of Adj2SP:
Adj2SP-Stat w/o filtering. In this setting, we select the top-K
candidates according to the descending order of Score in Eq. (4)
for non-gradable adjectives and Eq. (10) for gradable adjectives.
Adj2SP-Stat. This setting represents the final output (after
filtering) of the statistic-based approach. We set parameter M to
20 in the statistic-based candidate generation step. The gradient
boosting decision tree classifier is implemented using scikitlearn [34] with default parameters (learning_rate = 0.1,
n_estimators = 100, and max_depth = 3).
Adj2SP-Neur. In this setting, we select the top-K output with
semantic similarities larger than γ of the neural network-based
approach. The neural network is implemented in Python using
Keras library [35], with TensorFlow [36] as its backend. For the
embedding layer, we use GloVe [23]. The model is trained using
Adam optimizer [37] and binary cross entropy loss function, with
batch size = 8 and learning rate = 0.0001. We use the early stop
strategy [38] (patience = 20) to prevent over-fitting.
Adj2SP-Full. This setting takes the final output of the statisticbased approach by default, and takes the final output of the
neural network-based approach if the statistic-based approach
fails to provide any answer, or fails to collect enough (≥ 20)
entities at the beginning.12
For all approaches, we perform grid search on the development set for selecting the hyper-parameters, where K is selected
from {1, 2, . . . , 10}, θ and γ are selected from {0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0}.

from Yahoo! Answers. This is because 147 of them contain adjectives like ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘favourite’’, whose meanings are related to
subjective preferences. Besides, the meanings of most adjectives
in the remaining 178 (adj, C ) pairs are not captured by DBpedia,
such as ‘‘white people’’ and ‘‘democratic countries’’. Finally, by
removing all (adj, C ) pairs with no reference answers, we build
two datasets using the remaining pairs, which are listed below:
NA-415 contains 415 (adj, C ) pairs with non-gradable adjectives.
GA-295 contains 295 (adj, C ) pairs with gradable adjectives.
Detailed information about these datasets is shown in Table 5.
The agreement scores between different annotators (based on
free-marginal multirater kappa [32]) are 0.52 (NA-415) and 0.61
(GA-295), respectively. Please note that the agreement scores
are not very high, due to the following three reasons: (1) it is
difficult for the annotators to find all correct representations; (2)
the annotators may have different familiarity with DBpedia; and
(3) the annotators may have subjective preferences.
Metrics. For each input, we adopt precision (P), recall (R) and
F1-score (F1) as the metrics. Particularly, when the approach
provide no answer for the input, we set P = R = F1 = 0. We
split each dataset with training set (60%), development set (20%)
and test set (20%) each time, and repeat five times so that every
(adj, C ) pair is included in the test set once. For each time, we
record the average P, R and F1 values for all input in the test set.
For each dataset, we report the average P, R and F1 values of the
five times.
5.2. Comparative approaches and settings
We adapt two approaches in related studies for comparison,
which are described below:
Linking-based (for non-gradable adjectives). Some existing KBQA systems [3,5,33] directly link adjectives or ‘‘adjective + noun’’ phrases to entities, classes or literals in a KB. We
re-implement this approach as a baseline for representing nongradable adjectives. For each input (adj, C ) pair, the linking-based
approach links adj to some entities or classes using EARL [28], or
some literals using Lucene search. Let {ai } be the set of linking
results from the above process. A SPARQL pattern ?x pj ai is
considered as a candidate if there is at least one entity e of class C
which has ⟨e, pj , ai ⟩ in the KB. Then, a similarity score is calculated
using cosine similarity between the averaged word embedding of
each SPARQL pattern and the ‘‘adjective + class’’ phrase. Finally,
this approach considers the top-K SPARQL patterns satisfying
similarity scores larger than θ as the final output.
SISE (for gradable adjectives). We adapt the semantic interpretation approach for superlative expressions in [11] as a
baseline for representing gradable adjectives. The SISE approach
uses a classic one-layer feed-forward neural network, which takes
the word embeddings of adjective’s context words within a window of ±5 words as input, and provides an output value for each
numeric property pi as the probability that pi is the corresponding
numeric property for the input adjective. To train this network,
we collect the context words of the input adjective from the
original questions in QALD and Yahoo! Answers. For each pi with
output value (probability) larger than θ and ranks in the topK , this approach determines the polarity of the input adjective

5.3. Results on representing non-gradable adjectives
Overall performance. Table 6 shows the results of each approach on representing non-gradable adjectives. (1) Our Adj2SPFull approach achieves the best performance. 82.9% output of
Adj2SP-Full comes from the statistic-based approach, while the
12 We also try directly merging the output of the two approaches, but it does
not lead to a better result.
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Table 6
Evaluation results of representing non-gradable adjectives.
Linking-based
Adj2SP-Stat w/o filtering
Adj2SP-Stat
Adj2SP-Neur
Adj2SP-Full

P

R

F1

Time

31.71%
37.27%
62.18%
33.16%
64.17%

31.49%
37.54%
50.86%
40.57%
56.07%

28.15%
33.93%
52.84%
33.14%
56.18%

2.79s
7.35s
8.47s
50.72s
14.65s

Table 7
Evaluation results of representing gradable adjectives.
SISE
Adj2SP-Stat w/o filtering
Adj2SP-Stat
Adj2SP-Neur
Adj2SP-Full

P

R

F1

Time

28.15%
26.24%
47.59%
41.04%
54.42%

34.34%
43.90%
47.15%
49.65%
54.78%

29.49%
31.02%
43.24%
43.07%
50.24%

0.82s
9.22s
10.18s
34.25s
14.97s

Fig. 4. Precision–recall curves of representing non-gradable adjectives.

Table 8
F1-scores of using different classifiers in Adj2SP-Stat.
Gradient boosting decision tree
AdaBoost
Random forest
Logistic regression
SVM with linear kernel
SVM with RBF kernel
Siamese CNN

NA-415

GA-295

52.84%
50.39%
51.50%
51.38%
51.62%
49.50%
38.04%

43.24%
39.13%
42.07%
36.29%
31.88%
33.95%
41.45%

remaining output comes from the neural network-based approach. (2) Compared with Adj2SP-Stat w/o filtering, Adj2SP-Stat
gains an improvement of 24.9% in precision, which indicates that
the supervised filtering step successfully filters out some incorrect SPARQL patterns. (3) The result of the linking-based approach
is not good, which indicates that the lexical gap between the
adjectives and the target SPARQL patterns is huge.
Time cost. (1) The average time cost by Adj2SP-Stat is 8.47 s,
and approximately 80% of time is spent on retrieving data from
the local DBpedia endpoint. (2) Although Adj2SP-Neur filters out
some candidates using aspect information, the average time cost
is still 6 times longer. This is because in 37.1% of the cases
Adj2SP-Neur fails to collect enough representations for adjectives
describing the same aspect from the training data. Thus, in these
cases Adj2SP-Neur takes all possible query patterns as candidates.
By contrast, Adj2Sp-Stat leverages statistic measures for generating candidates, which largely reduces the search space. (3) The
average time cost by Adj2SP-Full is 14.65 s. We will consider to
accelerate our approach in future work.
Different settings. Also, we test the performance change of
each approach by setting varied thresholds for parameters. Fig. 4
shows the precision–recall curves of the five approaches. The
precision of Adj2SP-Full keeps larger than 60% when recall varies
from 5% to 55%, which indicates that our approach performs
stably and can generate correct representations for most nongradable adjectives in natural language questions.

Fig. 5. Precision–recall curves of representing gradable adjectives.

properties for the input adjectives. Also, this approach cannot
find the corresponding numeric properties if they have never
appeared in the training data. (3) Differently, Adj2SP-Neur gains
a promising performance, benefiting from the Siamese convolutional neural network, which takes the word embeddings for
both the ‘‘adjective + class’’ expression and the candidate SPARQL
pattern as input.
Comparison with non-gradable adjectives. The performance
of Adj2SP-Stat is approximately 9.6% lower in F1 than that on
representing non-gradable adjectives. The main reason is that,
in the reference answers, 20.6% of the corresponding numeric
properties have low instantiation frequencies (≤ 5%) on the input
classes. For example, dbo:volume is the corresponding numeric
property for ‘‘small’’ on the class dbo:Planet . However, only 1.09%
of the instances of dbo:Planet have facts with this property. Also,
there is a lot of noises in the values of dbo:volume . 24.5% of
the instances of dbo:Planet have values between 0 and 1, while
another 65.3% have values larger than 109 . Our statistic measures
cannot model this skewed distribution of the values precisely,
which leads to the unsatisfactory performance.
Different settings. Fig. 5 shows the precision–recall curves
of the five approaches. The precision of Adj2SP-Full keeps larger
than 50% when recall varies from 5% to 55%, which indicates
that our approach can generate representations of high quality
for a considerable part of gradable adjectives in natural language
questions.

5.4. Results on representing gradable adjectives
Overall performance. Table 7 shows the results of each approach on representing gradable adjectives. (1) Adj2SP-Full gains
the best performance. 75.9% output of Adj2SP-Full comes from
the statistic-based approach, while the remaining output comes
from the neural network-based approach. (2) The result of SISE
is not good (F1 = 29.49%). Except for the lack of training data, a
main reason is that this approach does not consider the lexical
information of properties when finding corresponding numeric

5.5. Comparison of different classifiers
We test six different classifiers for the filtering step in Adj2SPStat: gradient boosting decision tree, AdaBoost, random forest,
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Table 9
Examples of different approaches.

a

Non-gradable example: (extinct, dbo:Bird )

Gradable example: (short, dbo:Manga )

Reference answer

?x dbp:status ‘‘EX’’
?x dbo:conservationStatus ‘‘EX’’
?x rdf:type yago:WikicatExtinctBirds a

?x dbp:runtime ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbo:numberOfVolumes ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbp:volumes ?y . filter(?y < V )

Linking-based/SISE

?x rdf:type yago:WikicatExtinctBirds
?x rdf:type yago:WikicatExtinctBirdsOfNewZealand

?x dbp:released ?y . filter(?y > V )
?x dbp:runtime ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbp:published ?y . filter(?y < V )

Adj2SP-Stat

?x dbp:status ‘‘EX’’
?x dbo:conservationStatus ‘‘EX’’

?x dbp:volumes ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbo:numberOfVolumes ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbp:runtime ?y . filter(?y < V )

Adj2SP-Neur

?x rdf:type yago:WikicatExtinctBirds
?x rdf:type yago:BirdGenus101507175

?x dbp:volumes ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbp:runtime ?y . filter(?y < V )
?x dbo:numberOfVolumes ?y . filter(?y < V )

yago: is the prefix of the namespace http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/.

Table 10
Examples of error cases.
Reference answer

Non-gradable example: (British, dbo:Newspaper )

Gradable example: (expensive, dbo:Project )

?x rdf:type yago:WikicatNationalNewspapers
PublishedInTheUnitedKingdom

?x dbp:budget ?y . filter(?y > V )

Adj2SP-Stat

?x dbo:headquarter dbr:British_Columbia
?x dbp:headquarters dbr:British_Columbia

No result.

Adj2SP-Neur

?x rdf:type yago:WikicatBritishMagazines

?x dbp:duration ?y . filter(?y > V )

entities, e.g., as shown in the second column in Table 10, Adj2SPStat collects many entities with description ‘‘British Columbia’’
(a province in Canada) in E + for the input adjective ‘‘British’’,
leading to the wrong final output. (2) Inaccuracy in calculating
semantic similarities. In many error cases (e.g., both examples
in Table 10), the deep neural network in Adj2SP-Neur fails to
rank the correct answers ahead of the wrong answers. We will
consider the few-shot learning models for this task in future
study.
Limitations. For the majority of adjectives that appear in the
questions, our approach can generate SPARQL patterns of high
quality. However, there are still some adjectives that cannot be
resolved by our approach, due to the following reasons: (1) A
portion of adjectives cannot be represented alone, such as ‘‘other’’
and ‘‘same’’. According to the study in [8], these adjectives should
be represented as query substructures alongside with their context. For example, ‘‘films having the same director as Avatar’’
may be represented as ?x rdf:type dbo:Film . ?x dbo:director ?y
. dbr:Avatar_(2009_film) dbo:director ?y . (2) A few adjectives
should be represented as more complex SPARQL patterns. For example, ‘‘widowed people’’ may be represented as ?x dbo:spouse
?y . ?x dbo:gender dbr:Female . ?y dbo:deathDate ?z . Currently,
our approach cannot generate such complex structures, due to
the much larger search space and the difficulty in collecting
related entities. (3) Some adjectives have meanings related to
personal preferences. For example, ‘‘delicious food’’ for someone
might be a meal with potatoes, for someone else might be a meal
with eggs. Such subjective preferences are usually not captured
by KBs. We plan to deal with these adjectives in the future.
Other findings. An interesting finding is that our approach
can provide SPARQL patterns for different word senses of an adjective. For example, it provides both ?x dbo:servingTemperature
‘‘Hot’’ and ?x dbo:ingredient dbr:Chili_pepper for ‘‘hot’’ on class
dbo:Food . The former SPARQL pattern captures the meaning of
‘‘high temperature’’, while the latter one means ‘‘spicy’’. A word
sense disambiguation method may be useful for better integration of Adj2SP in applications such as KBQA systems. Another
interesting finding is that some output SPARQL patterns are not
exact representations, but entail facts for most of the embodied
entities, such as ?x dbo:utcOffset ‘‘+8’’ for ‘‘Chinese’’ on class

logistic regression, SVM with linear kernel and SVM with RBF
kernel, implemented in scikit-learn with default parameters. As
shown in Table 8, the gradient boosting decision tree classifier
achieves the best performance on both datasets. Besides, we try
using the Siamese convolutional neural network (Siamese CNN)
in Fig. 3 to perform filtering, but it does not outperform the
gradient boosting decision tree classifier.
5.6. Case study
Table 9 shows the output of different approaches on two input
cases. It can be seen that, in the second column, Adj2SP-Stat
successfully generates correct representations ?x dbp:status ‘‘EX’’
and ?x dbo:conservationStatus ‘‘EX’’ for ‘‘extinct’’ on the class
dbo:Bird . This task is quite difficult since ‘‘EX’’ is an abbreviation
for ‘‘extinct’’, and the lexical gap between them is big. Both
the linking-based approach and Adj2SP-Neur cannot capture the
similarity between them precisely.
As for the third column in Table 9, both Adj2SP-Stat and
Adj2SP-Neur successfully generate all of the reference answers.
SISE does not perform well, since dbp:volumes and
dbo:numberOfVolumes seldom appear in the training data, and
the predicting neural network for corresponding properties in
SISE suffers from the lack of training data. In contrast, Adj2SPNeur leverages aspect information when generating candidates,
and successfully finds the corresponding properties from the
representations for other adjectives (e.g., the representations for
‘‘long’’ on dbo:Cartoon also contain property dbp:volumes ), which
largely reduces the search space for representations and makes
the final output more precise.
5.7. Error analysis and limitation discussion
Error analysis. We analyze all error cases of Adj2SP. The two
major causes of errors are summarized as follows: (1) Difficulty in
collecting related entities. Some adjectives (and their synonyms)
rarely appear in Wikipedia abstracts (e.g., the example in the
third column in Table 10), thus Adj2SP-Stat does not collect
enough related entities. Sometimes, our approach collects wrong
12
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Table 11
Number of representations in Lark (before and after checking) on five example
adjective-modified classes.

dbo:Person
dbo:Film
dbo:Company
dbo:Book
dbo:Food

Representation No.
(before checking)

Representation No.
(after checking)

2,953
1,012
783
731
335

2,090
635
488
425
182

dbo:City . We would like to study how to exploit these candidates
for information extraction in the future.

6. Adjective representation lexicon and application to question answering
6.1. Adjective representation lexicon
In this section, we introduce Lark, a lexicon for adjective
representations over knowledge bases (currently we focus on
DBpedia).
To build Lark, we firstly collect top-20,000 frequently-used
(adj, C ) pairs in Yahoo! Answers. Then, we remove 2,071 (adj, C )
pairs which contain adjectives related to personal preferences.
These adjectives are collected during the process that we build
the datasets for experiments on adjective representation (Section 5.1). The remaining 17,929 (adj, C ) pairs are taken as input
for Adj2SP. After running for 65 h, Adj2SP generates at least
one representation for 15,085 pairs, and the total number of
generated representations is 34,780.
To ensure the precision, 30 Semantic Web majored graduate
students are asked to check the output. Given an (adj, C ) pair
and a generated representation (SPARQL pattern), each student
is asked to provide a ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ decision, taking the meaning
that whether the generated representation accurately reflects the
meaning of adj on C . We also provide an auxiliary system which
shows the query result of the SPARQL pattern, alongside with
Wikipedia abstracts for entities in the query result. Before the
annotation process, each student is asked to study 10 correct
representations (e.g., representations in Table 2) and 10 incorrect
representations (e.g., error cases in Table 10). All the students
confirm that they well understand the goal and have no difficulty
to finish the task. After that, each student is asked to label 3,478
representations in average, and each representation is labeled
by three annotators. Representations for the same adjective are
assigned to the same annotator, so that they can compare these
representations and make more accurate decision.
It takes 8.6 h in average for each student to finish the task.
Each student is paid 70USD. At last, 22,434 representations are
labeled as correct by at least two of the students. These representations are retained in the final Lark lexicon. The other 12,346
representations are deleted since at least two of the students
label them as incorrect. The agreement score between different
annotators based on free-marginal multirater kappa [32] is 0.68
(substantial agreement). Table 11 shows the number of representations in Lark (before and after checking) on five example
adjective-modified classes.
The final version of Lark contains 22,434 representations
(19,790 non-gradable adjective representations and 2644 gradable adjective representations) for 10,126 (adj, C ) pairs, covering
2748 different adjectives. We provide Lark using the lexicon
model for ontologies (lemon) [39], and generate the turtle file
using Apache Jena. We publish the turtle file as well as the
SPARQL endpoint of Lark in the Linked Open Data Cloud2 .

An excerpt of Lark is shown in Listing 1. In Lines 1–2, a
resource of type ontolex:LexicalEntry is created, and Lines 3–8
specify its canonical form, senses, part of speech, and written representation. In Lines 10–16, the semantics of each lexical sense is expressed by reference to an individual, which
is an adjective representation. In Lines 18–26, a non-gradable
adjective representation and a gradable adjective representation are defined separately. In each representation, the property lark:modifiedClass specifies the modified class of the adjective, and the target SPARQL pattern is stored as the value of
lark:SPARQLPattern.
Besides, a lookup interface for Lark is available online.13 As
shown in Fig. 6, the interface shows all corresponding representations after a user inputs an adjective.
6.2. Application to question answering
We integrate Adj2SP into existing KBQA systems, to verify
whether they can benefit from our adjective representing approach.
Question set. In our previous work [40], we published AdjQuestions, a question set containing 120 questions with nongradable adjectives. In this paper, we build AdjQuestions 2.0,
which contains 240 questions in total, by extending AdjQuestions
with another 120 questions involving gradable adjectives. We
extract all 38 questions that contain gradable adjectives from
QALD-1 to QALD-9, and sample 82 questions from Yahoo! Answers. For each question, a standard SPARQL query over DBpedia
(version 2021-05-01) is also provided.
Integrating strategy. We integrate Adj2SP into two state-ofthe-art KBQA systems, namely gAnswer [6,33] and WDAqua [5],
which ranked first and second in the QALD-9 challenge, respectively. The procedure for integrating Adj2SP into them is shown
in Algorithm 1. Examples to illustrate the procedure are shown
in Fig. 7.
13 http://ws.nju.edu.cn/lark/interface/.
13
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Table 12
Question answering results on AdjQuestions 2.0.
Non-gradable adjective questions

Gradable adjective questions

Overall

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

gAnswer
gAnswer + Adj2SP

24.99%
43.40%

47.38%
60.21%

24.31%
42.42%

29.71%
62.08%

63.74%
64.18%

30.09%
61.41%

27.35%
52.74%

55.56%
62.20%

27.20%
51.92%

WDAqua
WDAqua + Adj2SP

22.54%
40.74%

30.11%
47.35%

20.20%
37.88%

18.16%
55.83%

30.00%
55.83%

18.60%
55.83%

20.35%
48.29%

30.06%
51.59%

19.40%
46.86%

Algorithm 1 Integrating Adj2SP into KBQA systems
Input: A natural language question Q
Output: A SPARQL query for Q
1: procedure GenerateSPARQL(Q )
2:
S := ExistingQASystem.GenerateSPARQL(Q );
3:
if S is an empty query then
4:
Q ′ := Q ; Remove all adjectives from Q ′ ;
5:
S := ExistingQASystem.GenerateSPARQL(Q ′ );
6:
for all (adj, C ) pair in Q do
7:
Patterns := Adj2SP(adj, C );
8:
if S contains a pattern ∈ Patterns then continue;
9:
for all pattern ∈ Patterns do
10:
S ∗ := Resulting query for adding pattern to S;
11:
if S ∗ is a non-empty query then S := S ∗ ; break;
12:
return S;

Question answering results. Table 12 shows the results on
AdjQuestions 2.0. By integrating Adj2SP, gAnswer and WDAqua
gain improvement of 24.72% and 27.46% in F1-score, respectively.
Specifically, our integrating strategy modifies 53.33% (50.00%)
of SPARQL queries which are originally generated by gAnswer
(WDAqua), and 33.75% (36.67%) test cases gain improvement in
final F1-score. Only 8.33% (4.17%) of test cases have their F1scores decreased after integrating Adj2SP. We argue that Adj2SP
can greatly improve the performance of the adjective understanding module in current KBQA systems.
Error analysis. We analyze all test cases that gAnswer
(WDAqua) fails to return correct answer after integrating Adj2SP.
The major causes of errors are summarized as follows: (1) 63.57%
(69.06%) of error cases occur in entity linking, relation mapping
or query type detection, which are beyond the scope of this work;
(2) 19.38% (15.83%) of error cases are caused by our integrating strategy. The queries generated by existing KBQA systems
may contain incorrect adjective representations. Currently, our
integrating strategy cannot identify and remove incorrect representations, which may lead to an empty query after adding the
one generated by Adj2SP; (3) in 17.05% (15.11%) of error cases,
Adj2SP fails to generate correct representations for adjectives,
and most of them (e.g., ‘‘past’’, ‘‘same’’) need query forms that
cannot be represented using the current approach.

Fig. 6. Screenshot of the Lark lookup interface.

Fig. 7. Examples for integrating Lark into existing KBQA system.

7. Related work
short, current KBQA systems cannot process adjectives in natural
language questions precisely.
Semantic parsing is an important step in most KBQA systems, which translates natural language questions to structural
queries, such as SPARQL, λ-DCS [41] and description logics [42].
Hu et al. [6] exploited semantic query graphs for question analysis based on the dependency structures of questions. Abujabal
et al. [3] mapped questions to SPARQL templates which were
automatically generated from question–answer pairs. However,
all these approaches do not have a specific step to interpret
adjectives. Some recent semantic parsing approaches [4,19,24]

7.1. Question answering over KBs
This work is closely related to KBQA. Singh et al. [31] evaluated
29 reusable KBQA components proposed in recent years, and
found that none of them had a specific strategy for representing
adjectives. Several existing systems [3,5,33] directly linked adjectives or ‘‘adjective + noun’’ phrases to entities, classes or literals
in a given KB, by using a similarity-based search algorithm or
a pre-built lexicon. Although this solution may interpret ‘‘Chinese artists’’ as ‘‘artists who are related to dbr:China ’’, it cannot
distinguish whether the phrase means ‘‘artists who have nationality dbr:China ’’ or ‘‘artists who have death place dbr:China ’’. In
14
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representations. We created two datasets with adjectives used
in QALD and Yahoo! Answers, and conducted experiments over
DBpedia. Our experiments showed that Adj2SP reached over 50%
in precision when representing most of the adjectives and significantly outperformed several alternative approaches. Furthermore,
we published a lexicon Lark assembling adjective representations
over DBpedia, as well as an online interface for searching the lexicon. A real KBQA application showed that current KBQA systems
can gain an improvement of over 24% in F1-score by integrating
our adjective representing approach.
Representing adjectives over KBs is still a difficult problem and
deserves more attention. In future work, we plan to study other
complex SPARQL pattern forms for adjective representations, and
extend the Lark lexicon. Also, we want to apply our approach to
other KBs such as Freebase and YAGO, as well as some other tasks
such as information extraction.

leveraged the ‘‘encode-and-compare’’ networks to learn the semantic similarity between the natural language constraint expression and the target query component (which was generated
in a staged query generation process). We are inspired by this
idea to design the neural network-based approach, and gained a
promising performance.
Entity linking and relation mapping are two fundamental steps
in most of the semantic parsing approaches . Common entity
linking approaches, e.g., [28,43], firstly generate candidates for
possible entity mentions by running an exact string matching
method or a lexical similarity-based method over pre-built lexicons, and then focus on the problem of entity disambiguation.
These approaches cannot be easily reused for representing adjectives, since the lexical gap between adjectives and structural
knowledge is huge. Moreover, distant supervision [44], which is
frequently used to find mappings between relational phrases and
KB relations, cannot handle the adjective representing problem
directly, as it is difficult to determine which facts in a KB express
the meaning of the adjective.
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7.2. Adjective understanding
In the NLP area, there has been much work on clustering or
identifying the meanings of adjectives [17,18,45]. Pavlic et al. [15]
analyzed the semantic relationship between adjectives and other
word types in sentences by using the method ‘‘Nodes of Knowledge’’. A related research problem is finding the aspect that an
adjective can describe, such as ‘‘price’’ for ‘‘expensive’’. Bakhshandeh and Allen [2] proposed an approach which reads adjective
glosses in WordNet and bootstrapping aspects from some seed
adjectives. Hartung et al. [1,25] used a structured vector space
model and LDA models for assigning aspects to adjective–noun
phrases, which also indicates that an adjective may have different meanings when describing different nouns. In our work, we
leverage the aspect information to generate candidate adjective
representations in the neural network-based approach, which
largely reduces the search space.
To the best of our knowledge, there is little work on representing adjectives over KBs. Zhang et al. [11] studied the semantic
interpretation of superlative expressions, by mapping each superlative adjective to a single relation in the KB with a neural
network. However, this work showed limited performance in our
experiment and cannot be applied to non-gradable adjectives.
Walter et al. [12] proposed an approach for extracting adjective
lexicalizations by analyzing the labels of objects occurring in DBpedia. However, this work only considers representations in form
of ∃r .{a} in description logics (corresponds to representation form
#2 in Table 2), and requires a to be a meaningful string containing
words related to the adjective. Differently, our approach considers
more representation forms and is generic for both non-gradable
and gradable adjectives.
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